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The only single-source reference available on atmospheric chemistry, aerosols, and atmospheric models
This fully revised and expanded version of John H. Seinfeld's successful Atmospheric Chemistry and Physics of Air Pollution provides a rigorous, comprehensive treatment of the chemistry of the atmosphere. With new chapters on such important topics as cloud physics, nucleation, and wet deposition, this book offers a truly up-to-date examination of atmospheric chemistry today, including: 

	Chemistry of the stratosphere and troposphere 
	Formation, growth, dynamics, thermodynamics, and properties of aerosols 
	Meteorology of air pollution 
	Transport, diffusion, and removal of species in the atmosphere 
	Formation and chemistry of clouds 
	Interaction of atmospheric chemistry and climate 
	Radiative and climatic effects of gases and particles 
	Formulation of mathematical chemical/transport models of the atmosphere.


Complete with solved examples, problems graded according to difficulty, and hundreds of illustrations, this state-of-the art reference is an ideal resource for both students and professionals in all areas of engineering as well as atmospheric science.     

       About the Author
   

JOHN H. SEINFELD is Louis E. Nohl Professor and Chairman of the Division of Engineering and Applied Science at the California Institute of Technology, where he has been a faculty member since 1967.
    
    SPYROS N. PANDIS is a member of the faculty of Carnegie Mellon University in the departments of chemical engineering and engineering and public policy. He received his PhD at the California Institute of Technology in 1990.       
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Principles of Package Design: Creating Reusable Software ComponentsApress, 2018

	Apply design principles to your classes, preparing them for reuse. You will use package design principles to create packages that are just right in terms of cohesion and coupling, and are user- and maintainer-friendly at the same time.
	
		


		
			The first part of this book walks you through the five SOLID principles...
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Creating Web Pages SimplifiedVisual, 2011

	The easiest way to learn how to create a Web page for your family or organization


	Do you want to share photos and family lore with relatives far away? Have you been put in charge of communication for your neighborhood group or nonprofit organization? A Web page is the way to get the word out, and Creating Web Pages...
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The Productive Programmer (Theory in Practice)O'Reilly, 2008
Anyone who develops software for a living needs a proven way to produce it better, faster, and cheaper. The Productive Programmer offers critical timesaving and productivity tools that you can adopt right away, no matter what platform you use. Master developer Neal Ford not only offers advice on the mechanics of productivity-how to work smarter,...
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OpenStack TroveApress, 2015

	OpenStack Trove is your step-by-step guide to set up and run a secure and scalable cloud Database as a Service (DBaaS) solution. The book shows you how to set up and configure the Trove DBaaS framework, use prepackaged or custom database implementations, and provision and operate a variety of databasesâ€•including MySQL,...
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Pulsed Laser Ablation of Solids: Basics, Theory and ApplicationsSpringer, 2013

	The book introduces ‘the state of the art' of pulsed laser ablation and its applications. It is based on recent theoretical and experimental studies. The book reaches from the basics to advanced topics of pulsed laser ablation. Theoretical and experimental fundamental phenomena involved in pulsed laser ablation are discussed with...
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Microsoft Windows Scripting Self-Paced Learning GuideMicrosoft Press, 2004
Microsoft Windows Scripting Self-Paced  Learning Guide will equip you with the tools to automate setup, deployment,  and management of Microsoft Windows 2003 networks via the various scripting  interfaces contained with the product. In addition, it will provide you with an  understanding of a select...
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